Fall 2008

Visit the new
careertransition.org
Reaching dancers
nationwide and 24/7
Knowing the hectic lifestyles of dancers and the
fact that our dancer-clients hail from 47 states
across the nation, we reconstructed our website
to make our services more accessible.
Our enhanced career resources include a resource directory connecting
dancers with over 120 useful resource websites, and a search engine to help
dancers find information that is pertinent to their career growth.

Read our new mission In the About section
The launch of our new website is only the beginning of a long-term initiative to
provide more resources online. Other features that are coming soon include
streaming videos of over 100 Career Conversation seminars that cover topics
such as how to go back to school or how to start your own business,
where dancers will be able to subscribe to videos through iTunes and view them
on their personal computers or iPods. We will also have an online version of
our very popular National Networking Directory that connects dancers with
individuals who can provide career and educational information.

Our online resources are
organized into 11 categories
to help dancers find the
information they need.

Our rotating home page
keeps visitors up to date on
new services provided online

Share your feedback In the Contact Us section
To everyone in our extended family, our current and future accomplishments
would not have been possible without your support. Thank you for being our
connection to the future.

Donate online at
careertransition.org
Keeping pace with
giving trends
With the launch of our new website, and its state
of the art security measures, Career Transition For
Dancers can now receive donations online.
As more individuals are turning to the web to execute everyday tasks, so are
donors to support their favorite charities. According to research from Harvard
University’s Initiative on Social Enterprise, by 2010, one-third of all donated
funds will be given online. This is very encouraging to non-profits who are always
looking for ways to streamline their fundraising efforts in order to dedicate more
resources towards the needs of their constituency.
If you would like to learn more about the organization’s online giving capabilities
or about the 128-bit encryption technology that keeps our donor’s information
secure, please visit the Donate Now section of our website. On every page
of the site, look for the shortcut to Donate Now at the top right of your screen.
Donors wishing to mail or fax their contribution can still fill out the information
online and select proceed by mail or fax to create a printer-friendly form.

Since 2005, readership of
MovingOn has nearly doubled.
To ensure that the useful
content in the newsletter is
available to dancers, we’ve
put them online. View them by
issue or individual article.

We know how busy dancers’
schedules are. That’s why
the new schedule of events
is organized to get you the
information you need, quickly.
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